Press release

ABO Wind sells portfolio of 100 megawatts in France




Largest project sale in company history
ABO Wind will build nine wind farms being sold to ČEZ
Transaction enables the Czech supplier to enter the French wind energy
market
th

(Wiesbaden, June 6 , 2017) ABO Wind reports its largest single transaction in the company’s history
to date. The project developer has sold nine wind farm projects with a total nominal capacity of about
100 megawatts to the Czech supplier ČEZ. 70 percent of ČEZ is owned by the Czech government and
it is by its own account among the ten largest European energy suppliers. ČEZ operates wind farms in
several European countries – including Germany – and will now enter the French wind market in
cooperation with ABO Wind.
For ABO Wind, France has traditionally been the second most important market after Germany. The
French subsidiary ABO Wind SARL has more than 50 employees in Toulouse, Orléans, Nantes and
Lyon. They have brought almost 300 megawatts of wind energy on-line and are currently working on
additional projects with a total of 800 megawatts. Nine of these projects with a total of 101.8
megawatts were now purchased by ČEZ. According to the agreement, ABO Wind will connect these
projects, which are in different planning stages, to the grid over the next few years and also be
responsible for their operational management. Last year, ABO Wind SARL has applied for permits for
the wind energy projects sold to ČEZ as well as another 420 megawatts in order to secure the tariff
applicable until the end of 2016. It offers an inflation-indexed feed-in tariff of approx. 80 €/MWh over a
period of 15 years via a market bonus system.

Contact:
ABO Wind AG, Alexander Koffka, Unter den Eichen 7, 65195 Wiesbaden, Germany, phone: +49 611 267 65-515, e-mail:
press@abo-wind.com
About ABO Wind:
Founded in 1996, the German-based company initiates wind farm projects, acquires site locations, organizes all technical and
business planning, arranges international bank financing and delivers turnkey wind farms. So far, ABO Wind has installed 600
wind energy turbines in seven countries with a total capacity of more than 1,300 megawatts. About 400 employees are realizing
projects with an annual project volume of about 300 million Euros.

